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Abstract

The Periodontal Ligament (PDL) is derived embryologically from the ecto-mesenchymal tissue of the dental follicle that surrounds the developing tooth in its bony crypt. The presence of stem cells in the PDL was supported by several findings where a population of mesenchymal stem cells from the PDL has been isolated and characterized showing the ability to express a variety of stromal cells markers. In this review, we demonstrated our own experience with human Periodontium-derived Stem Cells (PdSCs) starting by uncovering their characterizations in vitro, and ending up with showing the ability of such cells to regenerate periodontal tissues in vivo. However, a systematic search in the literature for all articles related to PdSCs is not the aim of this paper.

Our experiments showed that human adult PdSCs could differentiate into cementoblasts or osteoblasts to support periodontal regeneration. After being transplanted into an athymic rat model, PdSCs were able to regenerate periodontal tissue elements at different levels. More optimized controlled methods should be established when such human PdSCs are to be used.
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Introduction

Stem cells are different than other cells in the body. All stem cells, regardless of their origin, have three general properties: they are capable of dividing and renewing themselves for long periods; they are unspecialized; and they can give rise to specialized cell types [1].

Unlike muscle cells, blood cells, or nerve cells—which do not normally replicate themselves—stem cells may replicate many times by a process called proliferation. A starting population of stem cells that proliferates for many months in the laboratory can yield to millions of cells. If the resulting cells continue to be unspecialized, like the parent stem cells, the cells are meant to be capable of long-term self-renewal.

Properties of stem cells can be illustrated in vitro, using methods such as clonogenic assays, where single cells are characterized by their ability to differentiate and self-renew [2,3]. As well, stem cells can be isolated based on a distinctive set of cell surface markers. However, in vitro culture conditions can alter the behavior of cells, making it unclear whether the cells will behave in a similar manner in vivo.

Considerable debate exists whether some proposed adult cell populations are truly stem cells.

Stem Cells in the Periodontium

The PDL is a group of specialized connective tissue fibers that essentially attach the tooth to the alveolar bone within which it sits. These fibers help the tooth withstand the naturally substantial compressive chewing forces and maintain it embedded in the bone.

The PDL is derived embryologically from the ecto-mesenchymal tissue of the dental follicle that surrounds the developing tooth in its bony crypt. It contains a unique assortment of cells that are capable of generating and maintaining three distinct tissues, namely the ligament itself as well as the mineralized tissues on either side of it, i.e., the cementum and the alveolar bone. The major cells of the PDL are: the undifferentiated ecto-mesenchymal cells, fibroblasts, macrophages, cementoblasts, cementoclasts, osteoblasts, osteoclasts, cell rests of Malassez, vascular and neural elements.

Moreover, PDL contains heterogeneous cell populations [4,5] that can differentiate into either cementoblasts or osteoblasts [6,7].

Recent findings suggest that PDL cells have many osteoblast-like properties, including the capacity to form mineralized nodules in vitro, expression of the bone-associated markers as alkaline phosphatase and bone sialoprotein, and response to bone-inductive factors such as parathyroid hormone, insulin-like growth factor 1, bone morphogenetic protein 2 and transforming growth factor β1 [8-10]. The presence of multiple cell types within PDL has led to speculation that this tissue might contain progenitor cells that maintain tissue homeostasis and regeneration of periodontal tissue [11-13].

Using a methodology similar to that utilized to isolate Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) from deciduous and adult dental pulp, multipotent postnatal stem cells from human PDL or PdSCs have also been isolated and described [14-19]. Cultured cells were expanded from single cell suspensions derived from PDL tissue and the presence of stem cells was determined using antibodies such as STRO-1 and CD146.

In our opinion, PdSCs are not pure mesenchymal, which will be discussed later in this paper. However, the presence of MSCs in the PDL is supported by other findings where a population of MSCs from the PDL has been isolated and characterized showing the ability to
express a variety of stromal cells markers (CD90, CD29, CD44, CD166, CD105, CD13) [20,21]. The clinical potential for the use of PdSCs has been further enhanced by the demonstration that these cells can be isolated from cryopreserved periodontal ligaments, thus providing a ready source of MSCs [18].

Moreover, putative stem cells in both healthy and diseased PDL could be identified [14]. They were mainly located in the para-vascular region and small clusters of cells were also found in the extra-vascular region. Wider distributions of these cells were detected in sections of diseased ligament.

**Our Experiments on PdSCs**

In 2007, our research group described a method for serum-free culture which entailed a rapid expansion and a subsequent efficient induction of neuronal phenotype in the so-called Periodontium-derived Neural Stem Cells (PdNSCs) [22]. The isolated, cultured, highly proliferative cells were positive for the neural stemness markers Nestin and Sox2. In addition, PdNSCs migrated when exposed to chemokines that are reported to be migration-inducing in neural stem cells isolated from sub-ventricular zone. Retinoic acid treatment efficiently induced neuronal fate in PdNSCs as shown by the high levels (>90%) of neuron-specific markers. However, the capacity of these periodontium-derived stem cells to function in vivo remained, to that time point, uncertain [23].

Although cells from dental pulp and dental follicle are often defined as ecto-mesenchymal, it is noteworthy that a number of implantation and tissue recombination studies have demonstrated that periodontal tissues, including cementum, are tooth-related but neural crest-derived [24,25]. In addition, Pierret et al., proposed eloquently in a recent review that all adult stem cells might be progeny of the neural crest [26]. Thus, the existence of neural precursors in dental adjacencies might be explained by the ontology of human teeth. In this context it is noteworthy that adult teeth are highly innervated, thus the turnover necessitates local neural plasticity. In addition, Obara et al., reported strong expression of Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule (NCAM) in the dental follicle of developing mouse [27,28]-further evidence for the neural character of cells resident within the periodontal tissue. Furthermore, several neuro-trophic factors such as Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), Brain-Derived Neuro-Trophic Factor (BDNF) or glial cell-line derived neuro-trophic factor are reported to be highly expressed in developing human teeth [29].

Thus, due to our early discovery, we considered PdSCs as multi-potential adult progenitor cells [30].

Thereafter, controversial debates regarding PdSCs raised up, and expectations about their real action were under discussions at our side through several papers [15,31].

**Characterization of PdSCs In Vitro**

**Imaging of PdSCs’ aggregation on artificial surfaces**

A trial was made to uncover the form of motion of PdSCs in vitro. This idea had been put under focus due to the fact that stem cell-loaded dental implants could become important in dental tissue regeneration techniques, and that cellular responses might depend on topographical properties of the biomaterial at the nanometer scale, and on the structures of biomaterial surfaces.

Zirconia ceramics (yttrium-stabilized tetragonal poly- crystals) seem to be a suitable material for dental implants because of their tooth-like color, their excellent mechanical properties and their good biocompatibility [32]. They have extensively been used as ball heads in total hip replacements with remarkable clinical outcomes [33].

Animal studies have also shown successful bone healing of dental zirconia implants under both unloaded and loaded conditions [34]. As the conventional fabrication of zirconia rods usually results in relatively smooth surfaces, only few studies have investigated rough surface modifications of zirconia implants. This is a critical aspect, since it has been already demonstrated that surface roughness and topography also influence osseointegration of zirconia implants [35].

In comparison with titanium implants, much less is known about the role played by surface modifications on the osseointegration of zirconia implants as well as the incorporation of stem cell therapy in such methods in dentistry.

We conducted a pilot study aimed at giving primary imaging of the aggregation ability of human PdSCs when coated on Zirconoxid artificial materials [36].

In a serum-free culture medium containing Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) and Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), PdSCs were left to be proliferated for 4 days. Convex-shaped Zirconoxid surfaces were separately incubated in the PdSCs suspension for 3 days. As in normal culture, images taken by optical light microscope showed the ability of PdSCs to form dento-spheres on top of all the material surfaces. Images taken by confocal laser microscope clarified the general adhesion picture of PdSCs. However, an exact detection of the cell-surface region topography was not possible.

According to those primary results, it could be stated that PdSCs showed an initial ability to reside and adhere on Zirconoxid surfaces.

In a similar concept, Kim SY et al., assessed differential gene expression of signaling molecules involved in osteogenic differentiation of PDL stem cells subjected to different Titanium (Ti) surface types [37]. It was concluded that surface roughness and hydrophilicity can affect differential calcium-dependent Wnt signaling molecule pathways and signaling molecules, targeting the osteogenic differentiation of PdSCs.

**Morphological characterization of PdSCs**

Later on, we intended to uncover the ability of PdSCs in regulating functional periodontal tissues. For that purpose, it was initially aimed to thoroughly find out the main characteristics of those cells, and, in specific, to characterize their morphological features and their differentiation into fibroblast/osteoblast progenitor cells under *in vitro* conditions. PdSCs were isolated from human periodontal tissue and cultured as spheres in serum-free medium. After 10 days the primary spheres were dissociated and the secondary spheres sub-cultured for another 1-2 weeks. Cells from different time points were analyzed and immuno-histochemical and electronmicroscopic investigations were carried out.

Histological analysis showed differentiation of spheres deriving from the PdSCs with central production of extracellular matrix beginning 3 days after sub-culturing. Isolated PdSCs developed pseudopodia which contained actin. Tubulin was found in the central portion of the cells. Pseudopodia between different cells anastomosed, indicating intercellular transport. Immuno-staining for osteopontin demonstrated a positive reaction in primary spheres and within extracellular matrix vesicles after sub-culturing. It was concluded that PdSCs were capable of differentiating into osteogenic precursor cells,
which produced extracellular matrix containing osteopontin. After in vitro expansion and proliferation they might be used for transplantation into the periodontium to enhance periodontal regeneration [38].

**Uncovering the Action of PdSCs In Vivo**

**Choosing a suitable animal model**

Our previously mentioned studies and conclusions were encouraging us to uncover the ability of PdSCs to regenerate functional periodontal tissues that were lost due to periodontal disease *in vivo* and for this purpose; we had to choose a suitable animal model that could be subjected to such experiments with human stem cells.

In general, animal models have been used to evaluate the pathogenesis of periodontal diseases and various periodontal treatment modalities. Human longitudinal studies of periodontal diseases pose many problems such as determining the level of disease activity, individuals at risk, and susceptibility to disease progression.

From the point view of comparative biology, non-human primates are similar to humans, having comparable periodontal tissue structures and healthy and diseased periodontal states, as observed in humans [7]. However, most non-human primates used for research purposes are large, expensive, and difficult to handle. Among the species of non-human primates, squirrel monkeys and marmosets are small in size and relatively easy to handle, but unfortunately do not exhibit an inflammatory profile characteristic of human periodontal disease. Periodontal tissue specimens from these animals, unlike humans, exhibit very limited numbers of lymphocytes and plasma cells [39,40].

In 2008 we performed a review of the literature in order to address the most preferred animal models within the field of periodontal research [41]. It was found that dogs were the most animal models used (31.16%), monkeys came at the second level (15.58%), and then rats (10.66%), pigs, ferrets and sheep (1.64%) and finally goats (0.82%). Though rats came thirdly as animal models in periodontal research according to those results, we preferred to use the athymic nude (Charles River Laboratories®, nomenclature: Crl: NIH-Foxn1 rnu) for the experiments of PdSCs.

The rat is the second most commonly used animal species in biomedical research and testing [42]. Rats possess a number of characteristics which make them ideal animal models: they are readily available from many commercial and private sources, they possess genetic uniformity, they are inexpensive to purchase and maintain, they are easy to handle, they are adaptable to novel situations and environments, they have well-defined physiologic parameters, they have known micro flora, some have spontaneous diseases useful in modeling, and their short life-span affords an opportunity to study long-term effects of experimental treatments on health and wellbeing.

In our study, and because human periodontal stem cells were used, it was important to choose an animal model that has fewer ability to reject foreign transplantations. For this reason, immuno-deficient rats were the method of choice since they have no T-cells in their immune systems [43-45].

**Manipulation of PdSCs**

Human adult PdSCs were isolated from patients with periodontal disease by minimally-invasive microsurgical surgery as described previously [46]. Minimally-invasive periodontal surgery had been shown to encounter several advantages [47]. Thus, such technique was used in all our experiments that required extraction of PdSCs from periodontal patients under surgery.

Cells were isolated from extracted periodontal tissues and expanded *ex vivo* under serum-free conditions as described previously [22]. Shortly, cells were isolated from 10 patients with vertical periodontal defects. Granulation tissues from vertical bony defects were removed and expanded *ex vivo*. After they appeared at days 8-10, the primary periodontium-derived spheres were dissociated to derive secondary spheres. The sub-culturing protocol consisted of cell culture passaging every 3-4. The medium was switched to osteogenic differentiation medium. Subsequently, cells (1×10^6 to 2×10^6) were seeded onto cover slips and cultured for three weeks in the presence of potassium phosphate, 1- ascorbic acid 2-phosphate and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (all chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany) to induce osteogenic differentiation.

**In vivo assay of periodontal tissue formation in athymic rat model**

The in vivo regenerative capacity of human adult PdSCs was investigated by using 10-week-old athymic nude rats (Charles River Laboratories, Research Models and Services, Sulzfeld, Germany). In total, 17 rats were used, whereby 16 rats were considered as test group, and 1 rat served as a control (no implantation of PdSCs). The regenerative capacity of PdSCs was investigated at 2, 6 and 8 weeks.

For surgical procedures, rats were fully anesthetized, and an artificial bone defect (about 2.5×2.5×2mm) was prepared on the right side of the mandible (as a test side) as well as on the left side (as a control side) at the level of the distal root of the first molars. Four days before transplantation, human adult PdSCs were dissociated and re-suspended in osteogenic differentiation medium (see above). Subsequently, osteogenic pre-differentiated PdSCs (1×10^5 cells/ml) were plated on OptiMaix® collagen sponges (Matricel, Herzogenrath, Germany), which were previously fit to the shape of the bone defect, and were cultured for additional four days in osteogenic differentiation media. Collagen sponges without PdSCs served as controls in the mouth split- model. The collagen sponge with PdSCs was then transferred to the bone defect created on the test side, whereas the collagen lattice without cells was transferred to the defect created on the control side.

Ten days after culture the isolated stem cells developed three-dimensional spheroids which have been described previously as neurospheres [22]. However, within the center of the spheres extracellular matrix could be found. Therefore it is likely that the spheres were representing mesenchymal cells which may differentiate into fibroblasts or osteoblasts.

Light microscopic sections taken from the control rat clearly demonstrated all histological features related to a normal periodontium; namely the PDL, the supporting bone and the dental hard tissue (here: dentin covered with cementum). Within the PDL, collagen fibers and blood vessels could be shown (Figure 1).

Throughout the experimental time course, healing of the defects in both transplanted and non-transplanted control sides was completed uneventfully. At 2 weeks post-surgery, new connective tissue attachment binding to root surfaces was not observed in either side. Considering test animals, the control sides showed a reformation of periodontal ligament-like (PDL-like) tissue, collagen fibers and
elements of bone at different levels in every section after 6 weeks (Figure 2).

At 6 weeks post-surgery, this extensive new bone formation leading to ankylosis with partial root resorption was observed in all control sides. Blood vessels could also be shown in the new PDL tissue and in the bone tissue. The collagen fibers located perpendicularly into the newly formed bone. It seemed to be that the collagen matrix was completely absorbed and replaced with other tissue. Down growth of junctional epithelium was observed to a slight degree over the investigation time period.

At the test sites, where collagen sponges with PdSCs were transplanted, a reformation of PDL-like tissue, elements of bone and osteocyte lacunae in the bone tissue could be shown after 6 weeks. Some putative transplanted cells were observed to attach onto root dentin surfaces. Blood vessels and collagen fibers could also be shown in the PDL tissue. In the regenerated PDL tissues, immature thin fibers were obliquely arranged parallel to the bone surface and not in a perpendicular direction. This orientation highly resembles native PDL fibers. Such a fibril anchoring was never observed in the control sides (Figure 3). However, a “functional” periodontium seemed not to be existed [48].

We have successfully demonstrated that human periodontium contains a subpopulation of cells with the phenotypic characterization of ecto-mesenchymal stem cells inducing after transplantation in immuno-compromised rats structures consistent with periodontal tissues. Although the application of human PdSCs to achieve periodontal tissue regeneration had brought limited results in our study, periodontal tissue elements were regenerated at different levels. Although this study had some limitations considering the number of animals, the lack of sufficient statistical analysis, it should be viewed as the first investigation that introduced the in vivo actions of human PdSCs, isolated by means of minimally invasive periodontal surgery, when implanted in artificial periodontal defects in athymic nude rats.

Recent Findings Regarding PdSCs

Debates still exist regarding whether the Dental Follicle Cells (DFCs) could provide a favorable microenvironment to improve the proliferation and differentiation capacity of PdSCs from healthy subjects (HPDLS) and Patients Diagnosed with Periodontitis (PPDLS). Concerning this issue, Liu J et al., found that the function of PpDLSs could be damaged in the periodontitis microenvironment. DFCs appeared to enhance the self-renewal and multi-differentiation capacity of both HPDLS and PPpDLSs, which indicates that DFCs could provide a beneficial microenvironment for periodontal regeneration using PdSCs [49].

Regarding the osteogenic differentiation of PDL, Lee JS et al., investigated the osteoinductive effect of Mussel-inspired Polydopamine (PDA) on PdSCs and examined how this phenomenon is encouraged [50]. They found that bioadhesive PDA stimulates osteogenic differentiation of PDLs via activation of the integrin α5β1 and protein Phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathways.

In 2014, Zhang J et al., investigated human PdSCs for their stem cell characteristics via analysis of cell surface marker expression, colony forming unit efficiency, osteogenic differentiation and adipogenic differentiation, and compared to Bone-Marrow-Derived Human Mesenchymal Stem Cells (BMSCs) [51]. To determine the impact of both inflammation and the NF-κB signal pathway on osteogenic differentiation, cells were challenged with TNF-α under osteogenic induction conditions and investigated for mineralization, Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) activity, cell proliferation and relative genes expression. They concluded that BMSCs owned the stronger immunomodulation in local microenvironment via anti-inflammato-ry functions, compared to PdSCs.

More recently, the expression of specific microRNAs (miRNAs) and their roles in the osteogenic differentiation of human PDL stem
cells exposed to mechanical stretch came under focus. In this context, Wei et al., found in a study that miR-21 is a mechanosensitive gene that plays an important role in the osteogenic differentiation of PdSCs exposed to stretch [52].

Conclusion

Numerous studies have demonstrated that mesenchymal stem cells within the periodontium are capable of differentiating into osteoblast-like cells, cementoblast-like cells or adipocytes [17,18,53]. It could also be shown that under defined conditions PdSCs could support regeneration of the periodontium in rats [18] and in miniature swine [54].

Our in vitro experiments on PdSCs showed that, after one week, the cultured periodontal stem cells produced extracellular matrix in which osteocalcin was expressed, and this therefore supported the hypothesis that PdSCs could differentiate into cementoblasts or osteoblasts to support periodontal regeneration.

Our in vivo experiments on PdSCs demonstrated that extracting those cells from patients undergoing open flap minimally invasive periodontal surgery seemed to be a simple and reliable method. These cells could be easily propagated ex-vivo, thereby still preserving their stem cell state. Human adult PdSCs being transplanted into an athymic rat model were able to regenerate periodontal tissue elements at different levels. However, prior to the ultimate use of PdSCs in human trials further in vivo animal studies have to be conducted to optimize the cells regenerative capacity. One approach would be to investigate the use of different carrier systems in which human adult PdSCs will be embedded prior to transplantation, in addition to that, more optimized controlled methods should be established when using human PdSCs cells.
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